
Declaration of Independence  
From Chemicals Causing Cancer, Pollinator Decline and Environmental Contamination. 

1.) Identify    

Join the communities eliminating all chemicals harmful to humans, animals and environmental health.   Completely stop using glaucophytes (aka Round Up) 
and plant sprays with neonicotinoids and other harmful chemicals. Fertilizers containing Mined Rock Phosphate: Superphosphate, Diammonium 
Phosphate, Polyphosphate 

2.) Change    

Other easy, safe, and responsible solutions are simple.  In the same amount of time and money, it takes to mix up a batch of poisons, motivated crews using 
latest high-performance battery powered equipment can protect fire breaks around buildings without loud noises from gas powered equipment, and without 
the liability on employers exposing workers, clients, families and friends to long term harmful chemicals.  Fire protection should be the only reason to cut 
weeds back.  Essential life-giving sustenance of fields filled with wild flowers provide the rally point for native bees and pollinators to thrive.   If you consider the 
area to be ugly then choose other options pleasing to your eyes and nourishing to our bees.   

“Hand pick” the weeds you don’t like and replace with pollination garden.    Think bigger then having a big lawn.  Get rid of your artificial grass.  What 
about the dust particles of these artificial materials as they break down overtime? Certainly, your pets and children will apricate not having foreign agents 
entering their lungs.  Make it unnecessary to mask up around decaying artificial lawns.  Attention High Density Housing: Hygienic reasons make a petri 
dish of liability in high traffic areas used by kids playing and residence with pets on artificial grass.  Do you want your kids playing among feces residue, vomit 
from a sick person or bacteria lurking on the artificial material?  A slip caused by reduced traction breaking the skin, exposing the child to unnecessary risk.  
Bacteria flesh eating disease is tragic, don’t let negligence be the cause.  Enjoy real lawns bare foot and barefaced.  Run and play on a pathway of seeing 
butterflies, bumblebees, mason bees, honeybees and hummingbirds flying around.  Fill your life with frequencies of nature, peace and tranquility. 

Plant health through “nature” solutions, proven over thousands of years.  Use worm tea, natural plant mixes and fertilizer to help plants thrive.  Healthy 
plants help heathy insects do the job of pollination.  The birds to do their job of eating the insects. Hawks and eagles from eating birds.  Harmonize with 
nature’s symphony. 

3.)  Educate   

As many people continue micro chemical free zones in their own yards and property.  North County celebrate the common thread of stewardship minded 
people.  100 % chemical free zones is a realistic attainable goal.  United to leave a better foot print for nature to step with.   Expect to see bumblebees in 
Elfin Forest, Olivenhain, Leucadia and a few parts of Rancho Santa Fe and north Oceanside, county side of Vista, and parts of Valley Center, around nurseries 
and neighborhoods, not using neonicotinoids and glaucophytes and areas recovering from contamination.  Restoring to former glory the treasure of 
southern California habitat.  The truth of the matter is over 20,000 species of pollen bees served the pollination demands of the world.   Be stewardship 
partners to build bumblebee incubation houses and other native bees support such as mason bees 

Become an ambassador to California Bumblebee, the movement of expanding native pollinators with the coexistence of well managed honeybees with 
systems capturing reproductive functions.  Systems such as Hive Steward allows honeybees to thrive while responsibly capturing the queen, preventing 
honeybee infestations in buildings and around properties.   Pollen from honeybees can be tested for chemical presence to provide an environmental 
score to neighborhoods, helping advocate a world free from contamination. 

Honeybees are NOT wild native bees, rather the product of thousands of years of stewardship and brought to America by pioneers.  The only reason 
honeybees are essential in recent modern history is because the loss of habitat and use of chemicals which has destroyed native bees such as 
bumblebees and mason bees.  Notice nothing is mentioned about honey.  Realize contaminated flowers and yards create raw honey filled with nectar from 
flowers treated with chemicals.  Stop using chemicals now. 
  
Only keep honeybees to cover your neighborhood pollination demands and provide data to advocate 100% chemicals free zones.  The goals are straight 
forward and achievable.  Humanely capture all the honeybee hives in San Diego County and place them with well managed beekeepers. Just as important 
manifest the silent majority who don’t want to be poisoned by products such as Round Up © and plant spray containing destructive chemicals.   
  
Stop paying to poison yourself.  Return these gross chemicals to the stores from which them originated, to correctly dispose of them. Use alternatives 
with natural elements, bio-degradable and non -toxic weed killer products.  Plant a pollination garden to support the movement and leave the “pallets of 
shame”, full at the hardware home improvements stores.  Send the message loud and clear as store pile up with pallets of round up and all the other garden 
sprays.  All pollinators need help now. 
 

Please pass it forward.  Make copies and spread the “Declaration of Independence from Chemicals,” causing cancer and pollinator decline. Protect your 
family.  Protect your neighbors. Protect your city.  Protect your state.  Protect your country.      
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